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The paper deals with microvariation in indefinite determiner doubling (IDD) in some southern 

German dialects1 (Bavarian and Alemannic) of the type given in (1): 

(1) a. % ein ganz ein lieber Mensch  

        a     completely a nice person  

b- % ein so ein lieber Mensch 

          a such a   nice person 

Although attested in both variants, it will be shown that the doubling in Bavarian and in 

Alemannic are entirely different in nature, i.e. the PF-realization looks at first sight the same in 

both variants – but underlyingly there is a parametric difference. This difference will be 

captured by assuming an identical semanto-syntactic structure for all variants but with different 

functional specifications of the respective lexical item, i.e. the indefinite determiner.  

Background: determiner doubling (of both, indefinite and definite ones) is attested in many 

Germanic languages, Julien (2002) and has led to fine grained analyses of the DP involving 

several layers or D-recursion. Roehrs (2019) suggests two different D-positions, explicitly 

connected to the different readings of the definite determiner (ranging from deictic to merely 

situational identification). Vikner & Wood (2013) propose for IDD that one of the Dets is 

situated in Number while the higher one is in D. Thus for indefinite as well as definite articles, 

various – independently motivated positions have been exploited to account for doubling 

effects.  

The data2 – and specifically their areal distribution suggest an even finer grained distinction 

between versions of the indefinite determiner (ID), namely that between a partitive reading of 

the ID and individualization. The two can be distinguished in that only if individualization is at 

stake, a pronoun can anaphorically refer to the entity whereas DPs with the partitive reading 

allow only a partitive pronoun. Alemannic will be shown to have an ID in its lexicon that 

comprises the two features (in the spirit of Roehr’s analysis of the definite determiner) whereas 

Bavarian features a version of the ID that may also realize merely partition. The first piece of 

evidence is the possibility of IDs to occur with mass nouns in Bavarian of the type I brauch a 

geld (I need a money). Although this possibility is spreading to Alemannic in the neighboring 

areas to Bavaria – as will be illustrated – a large part of Alemannic resists this usage. This will 

be bolstered by data from further relevant environments that have been dubbed as doubling as 

in a weng a wasser (a bit of water) where the lower ID is rejected – in contrast to Bavarian 

dialect. These cases will be shown to not involve doubling at all since the higher ID is part of 

the weak quantifier a weng (just as in a lot, a bit etc. in English). However, these constructions 

are important as they build kind of a ‘model’ for the spreading of IDD. A second piece of 

evidence is based on interpretational data: speakers that have the partition usage can use the ID 

in an expression like I would like a fish for supper even if the expression refers only to e.g. a 

fish soup. This reading is excluded for the other speakers. Concerning the examples in (1), I 

will bolster a claim made by Richner-Steiner (2011), who suggests that with the equative 

particle so, the seemingly doubling is due to a ‘mis-analysis’ of this particle: in some parts of 

Alemannic, this particle occurs as əso, which is a reduced form of all-so, i.e. an emphatic 

version of the equative particle. The schwa at the beginning was re-(or mis-) analyzed as the 

                                                           
1 http://www.atlas-alltagssprache.de/runde-5/f19a-c/ 
2 The data to be discussed in this paper were gathered in a large scale project on Alemannic dialect syntax (2011-

16) in which up to 1000 informants were consulted via written questionnaires. The area covered contains 

Germany, Switzerland, parts of Austria and France (Alsace).  



ID; given that it is form-identical with the feminine and neuter form per se – and with n-drop 

(a regular phonological process in Alemannic) also with masculine. Together with the weak 

quantifiers of the type a weng, mentioned above, ‘doubling’ as an overgeneralization is a 

plausible scenario – as the surface pattern exists already. Areal patterns confirm this scenario: 

in a certain region in Switzerland, the form əso as an equative particle outside of a DP is 

produced actively (in translations tasks). And the judgment results for (1b)-like constructions 

with the highest acceptance rates are found exactly in this area – with some further spreading 

to the surrounding area. This latter difference is a consequence of the different tasks. 

Furthermore, as Richner-Steiner (2011) shows, Alemannic speakers overgeneralize this pattern 

in that they produce it even with degree particles like sehr (very) – which is categorically 

rejected by Bavarian speakers. As a last point, if the ’higher’ ID is accepted at all, it occurs 

preferably in an uninflected form, i.e. as a schwa, although the ‘lower’ one bears e.g. overt case-

marking. This last fact shows - in addition to the plausibility of the over-generalization scenario 

- that it is the ‘lower’ ID which is the syntactically active one.  

Analysis: Based on Borer (2005) and further developments in Hachem (2015), it will be argued 

that the data can be captured best if the Div(ision)-head is split up in two heads: the lowest one 

for (situational) partitivity which occurs with mass nouns in stage-level predicates. In its 

specifier, weak quantifiers of the a weng-type may occur, as these denote only subsets. The 

situation is different with so-constructions. The equative particle induces a sub-kind reading, 

and sub-kinds are conceived of as individuals, Carlson (1977). For this reason, the ‘lower’ ID 

shows up in Alemannic (and in Standard German and English) in these constructions as well, 

even with mass nouns, cf. so ein Wein (such a wine) since it occupies the individualization head.  

The ‘higher’ ID occurs then due to the over-generalization process as described above.  

The situation is different in Bavarian: due to the fact that the ID is a lexical item that may solely 

spell-out the partition-head, the individualizing head (if present) is in addition overtly 

lexicalized (by a second version of the ID). This is possible, as individualization semantically 

entails partition (an individual is always also a subset – but not the other way round). Evidence 

for this claim comes from the fact that in Bavarian, both IDs may inflect for case and phi-

features in a parallel way – in contrast to Alemannic. This explains that in Bavarian IDD is not 

possible with degree-elements like sehr as these occur with adjectives which in turn induce only 

a sub-part reading and not a sub-kind one. In addition, contrary to what is often claimed in the 

literature, cf. Kalluli & Rothmayr (2008), the doubling does not necessarily induce a special 

emphatic reading, confining it thus to morpho-syntax proper and not to some even higher 

functional heads, e.g. focus, contra Corver & van Koppen (2006).   

Consequences: Assuming that the underlying syntactic structure is uniform across languages, 

with an identical sequence of functional heads, variation can successfully be captured in the 

lexicon, cf. the Borer-Chomsky conjecture. But the discussion has shown that – although this 

general approach can and should be upheld - PF-identical (or nearly identical) outcomes are 

worth to examine more closely in order to get a better understanding where the variation has to 

be located.  
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